COMMITTEE CONTINUES ACTIVITIES

Continuing its activities, the College Entertainment Committee is sponsoring the second student-faculty bridge tournament, Saturday, January 30th at Pierce Hall. The third tournament in this series will be on Friday, February the fifth.

For the Kenyon students who are anxious to learn more about bridge, a beginners class, taught by a competent teacher outside the college has been proposed. Men who are interested in this beginners class should give their names to Kenly or Bob Pennington.

At a recent meeting of the Entertainment Committee, Dean Brown named committees to be in charge of dances, movies, plays, bridge, athletics, and musical events in the entertainment program. A general program committee will plan the schedule in which these special groups will take part.

ARMY TO CALL FIFTY-TWO STUDENTS

According to a telegram received by President Chalmers this week from General Wallace, commanding general of the Fifth Service Command, members of the Army Enlisted Reserve Corps will be called active duty after the end of the first semester ending December 31, 1942. To fifty-two E.R.C. men at Kenyon this means that they will be called to active duty in the Army after the end of the Winter term or in other words, on March 23rd. Exceptions to this order are fifteen men in the Air Corps Reserve (con't, on page 2)

BENNINGTON MUSICIANS TO APPEAR

Appearing at Kenyon for the second time will be Mr. Gregory Tucker and Mr. Robert McBride, two mud clans from Bennington College. Mr. McBride and Mr. Tucker will be at Assembly on Feb. 4th and later in the Commons.

Mr. Tucker is both a concert pianist and composer. He has given recitals in New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and other Eastern cities. For eight years he has taught piano and eurythmics at Bennington College. His interests are in the fields of both classical and popular music. Recently he produced the music for the Bennington production, "The King and the Duke," from Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn," and conducted the orchestra at the Festival performance.

Mr. Robert McBride has been a member of the Bennington mud staff since 1935, and is also an associate conductor of the Vermont Symphony Orchestra. He toured Central and South America as a member of the quintet under the auspices of the League of Composers. Mr. McBride is a composer of chamber, voice, piano, and orchestral works. He, like Mr. Tucker, believes swing has its place in the musical world.

CONFERENCE HELD TODAY

Bringing to Kenyon three outstanding men in the fields of business, labor, and government, the conference held today on planning for post-war America covered many questions of vital importance and interest. Mr. Paul Hoffman, Mr. Ted Silvey, and Dean Louis Worth took part.
News Concerning December Graduates

Scattered throughout various parts of the country, the fifteen men who graduated from Kenyon College on December 10, 1942 are either already participating in one of the armed forces, or are awaiting immediate call to active duty.

Bob Ahrens is now a medical student at the University of Wisconsin, while in March, "Andy" Anderson is planning to enter Western Reserve University Medical School, and Jim Grove, Columbia University Medical School. For the past few months, both Anderson and Grove have been working in defense industries.

Girl Diarese is employed as a chemist in a New Jersey plant and Philip Doughton is also working in a vital factory in Texas. Bill Lewis is with the Westinghouse Company in Cleveland but is awaiting an immediate call to service in the Army.

Kenyon A. Knopf and Bill Strauss are also both expecting to be called into the Army soon. Already in the Army are Bob Costello, Dick Bessy, who is now a corporal stationed at Camp Crowder, Neosho, Mo; S. M. Fitzsimmons, who is being trained at Fort McClellan, Alabama, Frederick Ott, Leonard Shalman are also under Army jurisdiction and is taking specialized training (continued in next column)

and is taking specialized training for the meteorological board of the Army Air Corps at the University of Chicago.

John McCoy is the only one of the graduates who is with the Navy. McCoy is stationed in San Francisco, California.

Bud Owen has entered the Marine Corps and is now stationed at the Marine Barracks, Parris Island, South Carolina.

ARMY TO CALL FIFTY-TWO STUDENTS (cont. from page 1) and six men who are taking either pre-medical, pre-dental, and pre-veterinary studies, or approved engineering courses. Only men of sophomore, junior, or senior standing who are taking the above courses will be allowed to remain at Kenyon.

HOOD RETURNS TO HILL

Latest developments in the plans for the Dance Weekend include an announcement that Earl Hood's orchestra will play for the dance.

Free beer, punch, and sandwiches donated by the Senior Council will be served at the dance from 11:00 P.M. to 3:00 A.M.

Admission to the dance, which is formal, is being paid by the students through their division.

ARMY OFFICER ARRIVES

Lieutenant Donald M. Ryan the Commanding Officer of the Training Detachment of the Army Air Forces Technical Training Command, has arrived in Gambier.

He will supervise the military instruction and general training of those enlisted in the pre-meteorology unit. His office will be in Ross Hall.
KENYON SWIMMERS WHIP CASE

Chuck Imel's power packed tank squad opened its season last Saturday afternoon with a decisive victory over a strong Case team at Cleveland. The meet was a hard-fought struggle throughout, climaxing by the last race, the 40 yard relay, which decided the meet. Kenyon led by one point before this race, but a fast-moving quartet of Jack Montigny, Al Stewart, Bill Harsha, and Bill Blacka easily won this event, thus clinching the meet. The final score was 33-33.

Outstanding performance of the meet was turned in by Bill Blacka, the Lords captain and ace free-styler. Bill Porter, Case's top backstroke sprinter also shone in this meet. Besides swimming a fast leg in the relay, Blacka captured a first place in the 220 yard free-style event and tied with Porter for first place in the 100 yard free-style race. The time for this lead heat was 56.6 seconds, bettering the Case pool record of 57.4 seconds which Porter set the previous week. Porter was also victorious in the 60 yard free-style race, and his time was 31.4 seconds which set another pool record, by bettering his old mark of 31.6, which he also had set the week before. Second in the event was Bill Harsha of Kenyon, who led the race for 40 yards, but had the misfortune to strike the low-mounted diving board with his arm, thus slowing his time down considerably. Harsha took a third in the 100 yard free-style, finishing behind Porter and Blacka, and swam a swift leg on the winning 400 yard relay team.

Also prominent among the Lords' swimmers was Bob Montigny, winner of the 440 yard free-style. Otto Stewen of Kenyon took a second in this event. Bob Munson was victorious in the 150 yard backstroke event, edging out his teammate, Tom Lechner.

The Lords' biggest hindrance and problem was very much in evidence .... their lack of a diver.

BASKETBALL TEAM WHIPS FENN

Last Friday evening the Lords hung up their first win of the current season when they pinned a 52-46 defeat on the visiting Fenn quintet. The Clevelanders were completely outclassed throughout the game and never did they threaten the Kenyon lead. In fact the Lords held a ten-point margin most of the time.

Russ Lynch was back in top form for this game and led the scoring throughout.

The team seemed to work much better as a unit during this game than they had in the previous ones which they lost. It may be that last week's victory will be the confidence-builder that the quintet needed. Many of the newcomers such as Bill Kindle continue to look better each succeeding game and from now on the victory average should continue to rise.

A defeat at the hands of a fast-moving Lockbourne Air Base team should not destroy the confidence gained last weekend. The Flyers were just a better outfit, but the Lords played a very comendable game in sticking close on the heels of the Airmen throughout.

Tomorrow night the Lords will journey to Bluffton seeking their second win in two weeks. Two home games with Ashland and Wooster follow the Bluffton contest.

(continued from previous col.) They entered no man in this event, and if this gap is not filled in future meets it means spotting the opposing teams eight valuable points each meet.

Future meets are scheduled with Wooster, Cincinnati, Bowling Green, and Oberlin. The first of these is at Wooster on February 12. The Ohio Conference Meet will be held at Oberlin on March 4th and 5th. Additional meets are likely to be scheduled before the conclusion of the season.
In the leading role of Quizz West, replacing Clair Owen, will be a former Kenyon actor and present Kenyon director, Thomas Sawyer, who is turning Noel Coward's *Oklahoma!* for a week.

Mr. Sawyer will step back into his front row seat for the last of the winter series, *Set It in Trew*. This is a manuscript play which has had two productions, at the University of Wisconsin and by the Carolina Playmakers, both with excellent notices. Recommended by the National Theatre Conference, it is highly amusing, but with interesting political and sociological overtones. Set, as the title suggests, in Trew at the time of the siege, it is an interesting mixture of comedy, satire, and serious drama.

Rehearsals for the first, second, and last plays are already in progress, and the first production will probably be within two or three weeks. The Play Production class is aiding in both acting and scenic projects.

**ASSEMBLIES RESUMED IN FEBRUARY**

The college assemblies which were discontinued because of the time schedule will be resumed in February.

Mentioned elsewhere in this issue, Mr. Gregory Tucker and Mr. Robert McBride will give a musical program Feb. 4 at assembly. On that evening they will present a concert in the Great Hall of the Commons.

Dr. Harry L. Shapiro, Chairman of the Department of Anthropology of the American Museum of Natural History, will speak for an assembly Tuesday, Feb. 16.

The Director of the Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts, Mr. Philip R. Adams will speak March 11.